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Abstract

A solution for the neutral density profile using the

measured plasma density and temperature gradients is presented.

The fluid model is used. It is found thax the penetration length

for neutrals if underestimated in the situation where the

integrated prrf '.es are used. The ionization rate need not be

infered in t' • present calculation, because the ionization of

neutrals dif/^ »ing into the plasma is implicitly included in

measured prcf .ias. This calculation is advantageous in the low

temperature \ -rnge where the ionization rate is a strongly varying

function of temperature. Finally the presented solution indicates

that the t» ; >erature gradient plays the essential role in the

determination of the neutral density profile.



1. Introduction

When the cold gas-blanket is introduced into the magnetic

confinement system severa1 beneficial features are expected,

such as the wall protection from hot particles and the reduction

of subsequent wall-released impurity influx into the hot plasma

core. High density neutral gas surrounding a thermonuclear

plasma could further act as a fuel reservoir while the part

of the blanket which is penetrated by the plasma can improve

the impurity and ash removal.

The penetration of neutral gas into a plasma was first

considered by Lehnert |Vj, who later presented an extensive

treatment of neutral gas transport in a partially ionized

boundary layer [lJ. The existence and characteristic properties,

i.e. boundary layer thickness, density and temperature gradients,

have been investigated by several authors, both in theory iJ»1*»^

and experiments [6,7,8,9}.

Because of the inverse temperature dependence of the plasma

resistance, other plasma heating methods must be used to

supplement the ohmic heating. One of the methods is the

radio-frequency (RF) heating. In the cold gas-blanket system

the RF field has to pass the partially ionized layer in order

to penetrate the plasma core. As such a layer lies in the

immediate vicinity of the antenna, the wave propagation can

become substantially modified [lOj . The degree of modification

of the wave propagation is depending on a number of parameters,

one of the most important being the neutral density profile at

the plasma edge. The purpose of this paper is to present the

expression for such a profile when plasma density and temperature

gradients are measured.



2. Basic equations

Let us consider the confinement system where the fully

ionized plasma is surrounded by a neutral gas. Under the

assumption that the characteristic length and time scales

are sufficiently large for the macroscopic fluid equations

to be valid, we can describe such a system by the following

set of equations

V«(nv) =

0 = 5x?-7p-innnn(^in+Ci)(v-vn) (2)

13 = £+vx'é - (l/en)3xl + (l/2en)Vp (3)

0 = -Vpn+mnnn(Cin+5i)(v-vv ; CO

Here p = 2nkT and p = nr'k? are the pressures of the plasma

and the neutral gas, £; represents the ionization rate of

neutral particles being Ria.ir.!y due to electron impact, p is

the volume recombination rate, £. = <<7.;n
w'n> i-s "^e

ion-neutral collision råte v:\lch includes elastic and

charge-exchange impacts, o. and w. are the corresponding

cross section and velocity, r.i = m- + m , e is the electronic

charge and finally n = I2ri £,nA/T is the resistivity given

by Spitzer. The stationary state is considered. The diffusion

velocities are smal L enouph for the. corresponding inertia

forces to be neglected. T!ie ratio between the fluid and magnetic

field pressures is a-jsumed to be much less than unity and conse-

quently the magnetic fielu can be approximated by its vacuum

value. A cylindrical co-ordinate system is now adopted with

the magnetic field B = (0,B,0) in the Jp-direction and all



macroscopic quantities are cn±y functions of the radius. Using

the eq. (l)-(4) we find

v
r P = -CB /r\i\)Y-rr..E . (r. _•*!:• )r (5)

V n = mi*inr(nn+n)

Here r = nv = -n v is the particle flux and V = -p. The

ionization rate is neglected in the equations of motion (2)

and (4) but can be included whenever its contribution is

comparable to the charge-exchange collision rate.

Eqs. (5) and (6) together with the two energy balance

equations for charged and neutral particles form a closed set

of equations. The numerical solutions of eqs. (5) and (6) (under

the assumption 1 - T - const.) were presented by Lehnert [2f]

for a wide range of parameters. The elimination of r from

eqs. (5) and (6) leads to

V = "Vrpn ^^&i5innn(ri+nn)] +1} (7)

It can be shown by the substitution of the typical parameters

for the boundary layer, that the unity in the parenthesis of

eq, (7) can be neglected. This means, that the frictional force

©n ions due to ion-neutral collisions is much smaller as
•f -*•

compared to the j x B force. In other words, the plasma

pressure gradient is assumed to be balanced by the magnetic

field alone. Because of the high ion-neutral collision rate

in the boundary layer the plasma and neutral gas temperatures

are approximately equal, i.e. T =-- T . As a result we obtain

<3n , ^ rr, A,. r , m.£. n _ ,
— a • n(i %; + -1-^- n $2) • -iJ£- n

2 ̂  = 0 (8)
dr n T dr ^^ dr dr



To avoid a numerical treatment we consider the situation where

the plasma density and temperature gradients are represen-

ted by simple analytic functions. Further £. are n are

considered to be constant across the boundary layer, with

values corresponding to the average temperature. It should

be observed that the charge exchange rate £• varies very

little in the temperature range considered later



3. Results

a) First we take T = const, and n(r) = n (r -r)/(r -r ).

Here n is the density at the radius r and r ism row
the wall radius (i.e. the radius where the plasma

density goes to zero). The neutral gas density at the

wall is taken to be the filling pressure.

This is a reasonable assumption, because the volume

of the vessel is much larger than the plasma volume

and consequently the neutral gas wall density is with

a good accuracy determined by the filling pressure.

The solution of eq. (8) has the form

nn(r) = fnn(rw)-y"bx
2exp(ax2/2)dx]exp(-ax2/2)

Here a = 2miCinnB"
2n2(rw-rjr,r

2, b = a n ^ - r j " " 1 and
x = rw"r*

Expressing exp(ax2/2) = 1 + (ax /2) + (a x4/8) +..

and retaining the first two terms, the neutral gas

profile equation is written

nn(r) = {nn(rw)-b[(x
3/3) + (ax5/10)]}exp(-ax2/2) (10)

In the case of an impermeable plasma n (r ) - 0,
cn m

and when neglecting the correction ax /10 as compared
to x /3, we recover the one-third power law

1/3
(11)



which relates the plasma density to the neutral gas dei::;.It\

at the wall.

b) N"»xt we consider the situation where the neutral gas

density decays in the negative radial direction rapidly

enough for the condition n << n to be fulfilled. Eq. (6)

then reads

d nn + n 1 dT . »j*!,/» 2 d£ . n+n ~ ~r~ + s — n —^ = 0
dr n T d r kTB2 dr

The plasma density profile is assumed to be of the same

form a? in the previous Section a) and the temperature

profile is represented by T(r) = T + krpCr -r),
r r J w i w

kT = <
T
m~

T
w>

/(r
w'"

r
mT

)- T5n a n d T
w
 a r e temperatures at the

radii r T, r respectively. The solution of eq. (12)

becomes

V xa
V k T x V k T X 3kT 2

Dropping the temperature gradient from eq, (12) leads to

a solution

n ( r ) = n(r ) - bx3/3
i 1 il W

which can be recoved from the solution (10) in the case

nn « n.



Assuming an impermeable plasma, i.e. n (r ) = 0 and

r - r m> we obtain a modified expression for scaling them mi
plasma density at the edge of the impermeable core as a

function of neutral density at the wall. It has the form

1/3
(IS)

where a™ = 3T /2T -0.5.i m w

The inclusion of the Nernst effect 3nnkB*vTe/2B
2

in Ohm's law introduces only a minor correction in eq. (13),

i.e. the second term within the parenthesis is replaced

by 5bx'4/16, and a * T /T in eq. (15).
JL ill rf

When the characteristic lengths of the plasma density

and temperature gradients differ (l^^r^-v ~tfLn=vw-r^) the

factor ctT in eq. (15) is modified to 0^=1+3(7^/^-1)^/2*,,,

This correction is valid only in the case where the neutral

profile decays to zero before the temperature gradient

changes sign. The neutral penetration length L can be

exactly calculated from eq. (13). In the cases when the

condition 2Tw£T/3T Ly << 1 is fulfilled, the penetration

length becomes

(16)

The typical discharge in the FIVA device Q-2] is characterise

by the density and temperature profiles shown in Fig.l. The

magnetic field strength is B = 0.36 T and the filling
20 -3

pressure corresponds to the value n (r ) = 8.05 x 10 m

of the neuti^al wall density. The penetration length then

becomes Ln = 3.2 x 10 m.



c) It is of interest to compare the n (r) profiles calculated

fro» eqs. (10), (13) and (1*0 to the exponential spatial

decay with the e-folding length Ln = (kT/stin
2£inSi>

1/2,

which was derived $2^ from eqs. (1) and (4). The combination

of these gives

dp

We adopt now Lehnert's assumptions (n << n, T = const.,

dn/dr = 0) and neglect volume recombination. Eq. (17)

is then simplified to yield the Bessel differential

equation

d2n 1 dn 1
_ n + n - -Ö nn = 0 (18)
dr^ r dr 1/ n

n

The solution of eq. (18) is

= AIQ(knr)

Where IQ(knr),
 K

0
( k

n
r^ a r e modified Bessel functions

of order zero and k = 1/L . The solution (19) is equivalent
n n ^

to the plane slab solution given by Lehnert. It should be

observed that the ionization rate has to be introduced here,

while in the treatment of previous Sections the ionization

of neutrals is implicitly included in the experimentally

measured density and temperature gradients. Introducing the

boundary conditions, i.e. n (r1) - n (r ), and noting that,
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for the dimensions r,, r^ of the F1VA device and its

typical discharge parameters, the argument of the Bessel

functions becomes large, we then approximate these functions

as follows JT.3TJ

I (k r) = exp(k r)//2irk r
o n r n n

exp(-knr)

Eq. (19) is therefore written in the form

r -r

Fig.l shows the neutral gas profiles calculated according

to eqs. (10), (13), (m) and (20). The profile according

to eq. (20> is calculated for two different values of

ionization rate and w^th the avlues <T> , <n> obtained

from integrated temperature and density profiles.

It should be mentioned here that the kinetic treatment

|15J of the boundary layer results in a second order

differencial equation for the neutral density»where the

influence of temperature gradient plays a similarly

important wle as in the present calculations.The sane

was drawn from the numerical solution of



Conclusions

a) The constant plasma density and temperature profiles

result in a somewhat too rapid spatial decay of

neutral density as compared to a case wh^re the

gradients a.re retained. It is demonstrated by the

neutral profile calculated from eq. (20).

b) Neglecting the temperature gradient and allowing the

plasma density to drop to zero at the wall gives, on

the other hand, the too slow decay. This case is

represented by the calculations of neutral profiles

from eqs. (10) and (14). We conclude that disregarding

the temperature gradient effect leads to an incorrect

result. It is not allowed to neglect the term

(l/T)dT/dr in eq. (8) even in the case, where

dn/dr > dT/dr. This can be demonstrated by the

substitution of the typical parameters into the second

terra of eq. (8).

c) The assumption n << n is reasonable and does not

appreciably modify the results. However, this condition

is not fulfilled in the immediate vicinity of the

wall. We note that the fluid approach is invalid there.

d) When the exact numerical solution is required, the

advantage of solving eq. (8) instead of eq. (17) lies

in the fact that the ionization rate need not be

presented in one of the coefficients. In the temperatur*,

range considered here, the ionization rate is a strongly

varying function of temperature. Of secondary importance

is the fact that eq. (8) is of first order, while

eq. (17) is a nonlinear equation of second order.
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Figure caption

Neutral gas densiry profiles as calculated from eqs.

(10, 13, 14, 20) for a typical discharge in the FIVA device,

The measured density and temperature gradients are approxi-

mated by functions n and T.
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